NEW Program for Custom Grips for ANY Steering Wheel or Shifter

Costa Mesa, CA -- A new Tuner Program by The Steering Wheel Guy, Ed Dellis, provides custom-moldable steering wheel grips on your steering wheel -- OEM or Aftermarket -- after answering just three questions online, and providing a YouTube or cell phone video of your hands steering the wheel.  Video Chat Tech Support allows drivers to consult with the inventor on their designs as they remold and tune the re-moldable surface.

Airbags nearly wiped out the aftermarket steering wheel business.  This new Tuner Program now gives drivers the ability to redesign their own grips on any stock, airbag, or aftermarket steering wheel at any time using a simple heat gun.

Now, over a period of time, drivers can fine-tune the most critical interface they have with their cars.  Since the PersonaGrip custom-molded grips are infinitely remoldable, steering wheels now have unlimited tunability.  

Besides being more comfortable and easier to turn, the biggest benefit for racers and driving enthusiasts comes from reading more steering feedback with a relaxed grip on the wheel...feedback they never knew existed using a death grip from the old friction paradigm.

EMG Tests Prove 54% LESS Effort with PersonaGrip

Power steering robs feedback and makes it nearly impossible to feel the cornering limit, let alone steer the car, when the hydraulic power unit fails or the car stalls.

Only through a relaxed grip can drivers begin to feel the edges of the Friction Circle, especially with power steering.  By removing tension in the forearms, the signal-to-noise ratio improves on the steering feedback signal, and the peak steering resistance felt at cornering limit seems to light up in drivers' minds, according to Dellis.

Dellis, an engineer and racer himself, invented the PersonaGrip custom-molded grips while teaching at the Skip Barber Racing School in the mid-80s.  He's worked with the world's best drivers including: Emerson Fittipaldi, Bobby Rahal, Helio Castroneves, Tony Kanaan, Arie Luyendyk, Geoff Bodine, and Dale Jarrett, to name a few who have used a pair of the 822 grips that he's personally designed over the last quarter century.

Today, nearly all IndyCar drivers use some form of rubber molded grips, and Dellis now wants everyone to be able to benefit from his paradigm-shifting technology at an affordable price.  Dellis has spoken about his paradigm-shifting technology at steering conferences in Berlin, Dusseldorf, and Ann Arbor: www.SteeringWheelTechnology.com.  

In just two days, steering wheels are returned ready-to-use.  This Overnight Ship & Return method was first pioneered by Michael Schumacher who took his PersonaGrip Ser.# 159/F1-001 steering wheel to victory four days after it was shipped to the F1 Monaco Grand Prix, and he eventually won the F1 Championship in '95 using it, as well.

The Basic Tuner Program starts at $495 (plus shipping), and installs a mildly molded set of grips on customer steering wheels who can then have it back in their hands literally overnight.  

The regular full Custom Tuner Program adds $250 and buys up to an hour of Video Tech Support from Dellis, who will also apply an initial mold based on videos and driver info and his experience working with the world's best drivers.  Rebates are available for drivers who upload videos about their wheels, as well.

Shifting the paradigm by converting the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) to a tunable surface doesn't stop at the steering wheel, either.  Shifters can be custom-molded, too, so you never miss another shift again.

For more info:
Ed Dellis
+1 714 342-3020 c
2973 Harbor Blvd, #314
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
USA

www.SteeringWheelGuy.com 
www.SteeringWheelTechnology.com <== Berlin Presentation on YouTube videos.

www.ListerCorvette.com <== Dellis' test vehicle is street legal and located in Southern California

